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48. 
0. The hypothesis 
Rate and Style in Accelerated Speech 
by Schmuel Bolozky 
University of Massachusetts 
Speech compression techniques, as well as methods for measuring 
intelligiblity and comprehension of accelerated speech, were developed 
primarily in response to the needs of the visually handicapped, whose 
improved listening comprehension capability requires faster-than-normal 
speech rates for efficient processing of recorded materials. 
All available compression methods, from the mechanical to the 
most advanced computerized ones, always compress indiscriminately across 
the board, regardless of the degree of relevance of particular 
segments, syllables or prosodic phenomena to the barrier's capability 
to process the utterance concerned. Investigation of the different 
parameters involved indicates, however, that some lingusitic units or 
parameters are more redundant than others, and that 'selective' compression 
based on linguistic considerations could be formulated, whereby 
perceptually-essential elements are allowed the prominence they deserve, 
while others can be subject to reduction without comprehension being 
significantly affected. The hypothesis to be examined is that the key 
to selective reduction of rapid speech is in casual fast speech: 
Reduction is often associated with accelerated rate, which suggests that 
the hearer expects reduction in fast speech, and thus would not find it 
detrimental to comprehension. If this hypothesis is found to be correct, 
and some hierarchy of significance is established among the various 
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factors affecting comprehension of casual rapid speech, it should be 
possible to arrive at some algorithm for automatic simulation of casual 
speech phenomena that will make accelerated speech more comprehensible, 
and consequently improve compression methods. 
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l. The employment of rapid speech and of casual speech 
The notions 'fast speech' and 'casual speech' distin-
guish between speech uttered at accelerated rate and 
informal speech respectively .. Both tempo and degree 
of formality constitute part of what Trager (1958) 
broadly called 'paralanguage' , or what Crystal and 
Quirk (1964) more cautiously labeled 'prosodic and 
paralinguistic', with the idea of a scale which has 
at its 'most prosodic' end systems of features 
fairly easily integrated with other aspects of ling-
uistic structure, while at the 'most paralinguistic' 
end there are the features most obviously remote 
from linguistic structure proper, Trager' s 
'voice qualities' include tempo (increased or de-
creased from a norm) and articulation control (force-
ful/precise or relaxed/slurred). Crystal and Quirk's 
prosodic features include four marked terms for tempo 
(the unmarked term being the norm) in the simple system: 
allegrissimo,allegro, lento, lentissimo; and two marked 
term in the'complex' system (i.e., contrast in terms 
of each feature's own variability): accelerando and 
rallentando. They also distinguish four degrees of 
departure from the 'tenseness' norm: slurred, lax, 
tense, precise. Different divisions of the tempo and 
casualness continua have been proposed, based on 
linguistic evidence drawn from particular languages 
(see, for instance, Dressler 1972 a,Rudes 1976), 
and it is obvious that stylistic variation and choice 
of tempo are to a large extent determined by 
3
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sociolinguistic 'domains' and 'repertoires' of 
'registers' (in the sense of Fishman 1970, 1972; 
Labov 1972; Ferguson 1973; Hymes 1974; Trudgill 1974; 
a,b; Hudson 1980; Lyons 1981 and others). However, 
the research proposed here will focus on the phono-
logical and phonetic aspects of rapid/casual speech 
rather than on the sociolinguistic factors. Thus, 
only a few of the factors underlying the employment 
of rapid speech and casual style will be briefly 
mentioned below: 
1.1 Factors underlying employment of fast speech 
Dressler (1974, 1975) emphasizes attention, and 
demonstrates experimentally how decreased 
attention leads to casual speech, but he also 
speaks of availability of time and emotional con-
tent. Emotional content and other psychological 
and sociologica~ factors either reduce attention 
directly, or reduce the time available which reduced attention 
At the same time, emotional content may concentrate 
attention on, and perhaps allot more time to, 
emotionally loaded syllables. Availability of 
less time may also increase attention. Decreased 
attention causes casualness and consequently 
may bring about reduction, etc.; on the other 
hand, it may also increase rate, if we assume 
(in the spirit of Stampe, 1979) that the natural 
innate tempo is fast. In both cases, decreased 
attention leads to reduction, assimilation, etc. 
Reduction of vowels may be complete (i.e.,deletion), 
Sl. 
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or is restricted to centralization of the mid-
vowel formant values (see Shockey, 1974i Fowler, 
1977), perhaps because the conunand for the follow-
ing segment is actualized before the target value 
for the vowel is attained (Lindblom, 1963). Consonants may 
delete, or undergo lenition as a result of failure to attain 
the target. Increased attention allows fast rate without 
reducing, ~ut it seems to be typical of less 
natural situations (reading under time restrictions, 
etc.) and involves considerable articulatory 
effort. On the other hand, fast rate and casual 
style affect each other directly through the 
principle of least effort: For vowels (though 
not for consonants), articulatory effort de-
creases with an increase in speech rate (Fowler, 
1977; Gay and Ushijima, 1974). 
Descriptive and experimental work indicates, 
then, that style and rate are essentially inde-
pendent of each other; at the same time, there also 
exists significant correlation between rate and 
casualness, in that the faster the rate, the 
greater the tendency to reduce and assimilate. 
Shockey (1974) showed experimentally that style 
may play a role independently of rate in that , 
given two utterances of a similar content, one 
relaxed/conversational, the other formal, the 
former will often be more reduced when the two 
utterances are spoken at the same rate. At the 
same time, however, the faster one of two simi-
5
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lar utterances (normally the relaxed/conversational) 
will typically undergo greater reduction as well. 
The frequent correlation betw~en increased rate 
and casual reduction is supported in work by 
Zwicky (1972 a,b) ,Dressler (1972a,b, 1975)1 Bailey (1973, 
1978), Rudes (1976), Bolozky (1977) and others. 
2. Comprehension and intelligibility of accelerated speech 
2.1. Speech rate and comprehension 
There exists considerable literature on the compre-
hension of accelerated speech, much of which originated 
53. 
at the Center for Rate-Controlled Recordings of the Uni-
versity Of Louisville, where three conferences on rate 
controlled speech were held (1966, 1969, 1975). Compression 
methods vary from mechanical compression (based on the 
Fairbanks, Everitt and Jaeger, 1954 apparatus) and elect-
ronic splicing (as in Lee,1972) to speech analysis-synthesis 
by computer, which provides compression of the best quality. 
The comprehension scores reported vary, depending on the type 
of passage, compression method etc .• , but the general picture 
that emerges {see Foulke, 1971b)is that comprehension of 
they are 
English passages begins to seriously deteriorate whenAcom-
pressed to arate of around 275 words per -minute (corres-
ponding to an average of about 65% of original production 
time), whereas individual word intelligibility is signifi-
cantly affected only at rates higher than around 425 wpm (cor-
responding to about 40% of original production time). Appare-
ently, identification of isolated compressed words does 
not overload one's short term memory and processing capa-
city to the extent that continous accelerated speech does. 
6
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2.2. Casual style and comprehension of accelerated speech 
The available compression methods, however, can only 
yield outputs that will reflect the rate factor. In other 
words, one can only measure the impact of accelerated rate 
on comprehension, not that of style. The question is whether 
style alone,as manifest in reduction, assimilation and other 
casual speech phenomena, will independently affect compre-
hension and intelligibility of accelerated speech. As ex-
plained above, there exists significant correlation between 
faster rate of speech and increased casualness, manifest 
in reduction, assimilation et:c. It may be hypothesized, 
then, that since listeners are accustomed to casual speech 
phenomena in accelerated speech, their ability to process . 
casual rapid speech should supersede their ability to com-
prehend formal accelerated utterances of the same rate and 
content. 
2.3 Possible testing procedures 
To examine this hypothesis, one would need to compare 
the comrehensibility of two similar accelerated utterances, 
of the same duration (i.e. the same average rate), one re-
duced or otherwise affected (pauses, rhythm, intonation etc.) 
as in natural rapid and/or casual speech, the other appro-
ximating formal speech, i.e. having all articulatory targets 
attained>containing fewer or shorter pauses, employing 
expected intonation contours, etc. Similarity of utterances 
in everything but style can be effected in two ways:by 
producing one version of an utterance and deriving the 
other by simulation through editing of the acoustic signal, 
7
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or by inducing native speakers to produce the same utterance 
in different styles; in both cases, the longer version is 
subsequently compressed to the same duration as the shorter 
one. 
Ideally, comparing formal with casual speech should 
not be dependent on some reader's judgement as to what 
constitutes formal or casual speech; the difficulty is not 
55. 
so much with the subjective definition of 'formal' or 'casual' 
speech as it is with one's ability to arrive~\wo versions 
of the same utterance that will be completely identical 
except for the features to be examined. Thus, in our case, 
it would be best to generate a synthetic utterance by means 
of synthesis-by-rule:For the formal version, to use pauses 
and intonation contours that will best characterize the 
formal utterance concerned;. for the casual one, to reduce 
unstressed vowels and some consonants as in casual speech, 
superimpose possible casual intonation contours at different 
trials, insert pauseswhere likely to occur in natural casual 
speech, and at the same time do whatever is necessary in 
order to maintain the perception of isochrony. Alternatively, 
one can start from what is judged to be a natural formal, 
utterance, with all articulatory goals attained, and with 
characteristic formal intonation and pauses, and then simulate 
the casual counterpart through LPC analysis-synthesis in 
more or less the same way one would do it in synthesis-by-
rule. The advantage of LPC analysis-synthesis would be in 
much better sound quality and naturalness to start with, 
but at the same time it would require complex procedures 
for correcting transiti01safter segments have been cut 
8
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out as in casual speech. No transition problem arises in 
synthesis-by-rule, but total synthesis by rule requires 
more knowledge than is presently available concerning the 
intonation contours and pause structures that distinguish 
between styles. 
Whatever the synthesis method chosen, arriving at 
pairs of utterances differing in stylistic aspects but 
identical in all other respects is a rather complex pro-
cedure. For initial exploratory investigation, one could 
simplify the task by concentrating on only one aspect of 
casualness, like reduction/deletion, which previous research 
has shown to be the main non-prosodic correlate of fast 
speech. At the same time, one could also administer a pre-
liminary test on comprehension of casual vs. formal 
speech that does not involve speech synthesis, i.e. induce 
native speakers to produce the same utterance in different 
styles. Clearly, the ranges of phenomena examined in each 
of the two methods overlap only in part: While the first is 
constrained by the type of editing decided upon 
(i.e •. in our case comparing reduced vs. non-reduced pairs 
of utterances) the other produces casual vs. formal versions, 
J 
distinguished not only by degree of reduction, but by other 
factors as well, such as rhythm, intonation and pauses. 
2.4. Experiment 1 
The first attempt involved speech analysis-synthesis 
(the facility used was at IRCAM, Paris): Short, carefully 
enunciated English and Hebrew sentences were produced, rep-
resenting formal style. These were then edited, with certain 
unstressed vowels and some consonants cut out, to simulate 
9
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the reduction aspect of casual speech. 
57. 
(See Appendix I for 
the two versions of each sentence). The original version and 
the linguistically reduced one were then compressed to a 
given percentage of the duration of the original. Various 
degrees of compression were tried, up to 30 %-40 % of the 
original utterance, at which point the sentence was 
barely intelligible. In preliminary intelligibility tests, 
subjects were presented with these pairs of sentences, each 
compressed with or without prior 'linguistic' reduction by 
the same percentage, and were asked to select the 'clearer' 
of the two. Their reactions pointed to superior intelligi-
bility of the formal version in initial compression; · however, 
as compression increased towards the 'border of c ompress i bili t y', 
intelligibility of the linguistically-reduced version kept 
increasingly improving relative to that of the formal one, 
as can be seen from the rough representations in (1) for 
English and (2) for Hebrew. 
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In fact, at compression resulting in 30 %- 40\ of the 
original, virtually. all Hebrew speakers felt that the two 
versions were equally intelligible (counted as half subject 
for each version). 
2.1.4. Discussion of experiment 1 
The initial obvious inferiority of the linguistically 
reduced version is probably due to interrupted transitions 
resulting from the cutting out of unstressed vowels. If [nitJ, 
for instance, is cut out of a @.efSnitli] sequence, as in [difali] , 
the result.ing (f~l) sequence will be only partly identical to 
a natural[f~l] sequence, and I was not able to come up with 
a satisfactory algorithm for the appropriate corrections. In 
synthesis-by-rule the problem would never arise, but the qua-
lity of sound produced by synthesis-by-rule programs available 
to me at the time was insufficient for the purpose of this 
research. In any case, further compression of the initially-
edited sequences seems to suggest that interrupted transitioos 
are smoothed out when speech is sufficiently rapid. 
Still, why should linguistically-reduced sentences ever 
be as intelligible as similar utterances compressed across the 
board, as seems to be the case in Hebrew when rate is consider-
ably increased'? 
The effect of reduction and assimilation on speech intel-
ligibility is not as straightforward as that of rate alone. 
12
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When articulatory targets are attained, all redundancy is 
naintained - whid1 nay interfere with intelligibility, since less 
time is available per segment and consequently less attention, 
resulting in overloaded memory. On the other hand, it has has 
also been established that phonetic redundancy facilitates 
perception, since the greater the number of cues, the greater 
the likelihood of correct word or segment identification. Casual 
reduction and assimilation affect redundant segments. Consequently, 
more time becomes available for the remaining non-redundant ele-
ments, which results in allocation of greater attention to sig-
nificant cues. Apparently, the faster the rate, the more crucial 
the reallocation of extra time and attention to non-redundant 
elements. The relative improvement in intelligibility of selec-
tively reduced utterances seems to indicate that the facilita-
ting effect of extra cues diminished towards the border of our 
processing capacity. 
2.5. Experiment 2 
The next stage of research was aimed at obtaining more 
precise measurements of comprehension of complete passages as 
well as intelligibility of individual words that have undergone 
'casual' vs. 'formal' compression. Only the English experiment 
will be reported here, the Hebrew sample size still being in-
sufficient at present. 
2.5.1. Description of experiment 2 on passages 
Good quality recording of naturally produced casual 
speech is extremely difficult. Shockey (1974) recorded an informal 
conversation, then asked each participant to reread his own 
13
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transcribed utterances. Semiloff (1975) used Lehiste's idea of 
talking to 'imaginary audiences'. In this second pilot experi-
ment, the casual stimuli were not elicited as naturally. Five 
English passages were read· in an imaginary casual setting (two 
by a native of Poughkeepsie, N.Y. and three by a native of 
Springfield, MA), then reread as formally and as distinctly as 
possible by the same speakers. (See Appendix II for the two-
versions of each passage). Both versions were then compressed 
to some given shorter duration by an electronic splicer, Lexicon 
Varispeech II. (For a description, see Lee, 1972). Since the 
foz:mal and the casua1 version of each passage had to be compressed 
to the same given duration (in order to exclude the rate factor 
and concentrate on style alone), either one or the other had to 
be compressed by a greater factor, depending on the length of 
the original. Preliminary tests indicated, however, that since 
an electronic splicer is involved, the version which has to be 
compressed more will also be the first one to deteriorate, owing 
to splicing noise, etc. Numerous recordings were consequently made, 
until both casual and formal version were about equal to start 
with. Both versions were then compressed to what intuitively seemed 
to be 'the border of comprehension' in each case, which on the 
average resulted in 45% of the original production time, and in 
any case between 40%-60%. Each subject listened to one of the 
versions of each passage, the choice of style having been made . 
arbitrarily, to be followed by a multiple choice comprehension 
questionnaire (See samples ·in ·-Append±x II) concerning that 
passage. The following is a description of speakers' performance 
on these recordings. 
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2.5.2. Results of experiment 2 for passages 
Forty six subjects, mostly college students between the . 
ages 18-22 (about 60% from the Boston Metropolitan area, the rest 
from New York City and New Jersey) were presented with the 
English recordings, twenty-three with one version of each passage 
or sentence, another twenty-three with thei r formal or casual 
counterparts. The total scores for 
the casual vs. formal versions in each of the 23 'super-
subject' pairs indicate better comprehension of the former: 
16 super-subjects did better on the casual versions, 6 comp-
rehended the formal versions better, and 1 did equally well 
on both. The effect is reliable over subject pairs, F(l,22)=7.469, 
p<.025. Since there were only 5 passages, there was insufficient 
power to establish reliability over stimulus materials. However, 
the casual version was better comprehended for 4 out of 5 para-
graphs. 
Although these results are by no means conclusive, and 
one would certainly need more than 5 passages and more elabo-
rate comprehension tests, they appear to provide preliminary 
indication that casual style may have a certain facilitating 
effect on the comprehension of accelerated English passages. 
2.5.3. Results of experiment 2 for isolated words 
Interestingly enough, however, scores on isolated English 
words display a reversed picture. Twenty four speakers of Enlish 
were asked to identify accelerated versions of two 4-word lists, 
one incorporating linguistically oriented reduction, the other 
• left with all articulatory targets attained, as in formal speech 
(See Appendix III for the two versions of each word). Each speaker 
15
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was presented with a linguistically reduced version of one 
list and with the formal version of another. All 
subject pairs did better on the formal versions, and scoreson 
63. 
6 of the 8 \lords were higher on the formal version (the other 2 
were identified equally well on both versions). The effect is 
reliable over subject pairs, F(l,11)=165, ~, over words, 
F(l,7)=9.21, p(.025, and over both simultaneously, F(l,S.5) 1 
p(.025. Again, B words are hardly sufficient for anything 
beyond some preliminary indication; still, it is interesting 
because the two versions of each word differ only in degree 
of linguistically determined reduction. In other words, if 
casual versions of accelerated passages are in general hetter 
comprehended than the corresponding formal ones, and at the 
same time reduction -as in··casual speech does not seem to faci-
litate intelligibility of isolated words, then perhaps stylistic 
factors other than reduction contribute positively to the com-
prehension of casual rapid speech, i.e. longer pauses, more 
varied rhythmic patterns and intonation contours. 
It seems more likely, however, that it is the absence of 
context that interferes with the processing of individual words 
that have undergone reduction as in casual speech. The listener 
does not expect such reduction in words in isolation, and is 
deprived of the additional cues supplied by contextual infor-
mation• - not to mention the absence of the triggering environ-
ment in the case of reduction processes originating outside the 
\1ord. One should not, then, automatically apply findings on 
processing of reduction in isolated words to reduction in 
context. 
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3. Conclusion 
Tentatively, then, it appears that casual style does 
. . 
contribute to better comprehension of accelerated speech. Inconclusive 
as they ~re, the experiments described above suggest that 
since rapid speech tempo is often correlated with casual speech 
phenomena, speak~rs expect casualness in accelerated articulation 
and can thus process casual rapid speech with no great difficulty. 
The initial indication seems to be that recogniti~n of indi-
vidual accelerated words is not facilitated by casual reduction, 
but further testing is required to establish whether the same is 
true at the sentence and paragraph level. The effect of other 
casual speech parameters, notably prosodic phenomena such as pauses, 
rhythm and intonation, should also be examined, independently of 
each other. Investigating each factor separately would make it 
possible to ascertain whether any one parameter can facilitate 
comprehension of rapid speech on its own, or only when complementing 
and reinforcing the others in a combined -casual stimulus. 
17
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4 • 
70. 
Appendix I - individual sentences 
English (Sentences borrowed, with some mod1f1cat1on, from 
Shockey, 1974. P=Pormal, C=Casual) 
, 
lP albl1v 
1c 
2P 
2C 
JP 
,. I 
'I believe, that there is definitely life on Mars' 
, 
abliv 
I 
dt~azdetalila!f'mma.AZ 
"' I 
1~kadph~~bqbl1u)ka~aUnditinanaUa"' 
,.. . ,.. " "' 
'You could probably walk around it 1n an hour' 
1w7?pA~bl1u~ka~a0ndldnaU3" 
,.. "' ~ I ,... 
~ 
-i.nd 
' ' h' I!Izn'an.,.Ip eibl 
" I 
!Udith.z.rtape!ItbZk,~in~9I~ 
'and it 1s non-repayable, you don't have to pay .it back 
or anything' 
I"'!!* ~ , 
E Izna..4Ipebt 
1ihi.thpe1I~a~iihin 
,.. ,.. I 
-
... 
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.. 71. 
Hebrew 
(1) ani ca~1,t la-avod bE.-jif1 faba.t 
I need to-work on-Friday Saturday 'I need to work on the weekend' 
' / , 1·r.1r. ,I 1F an1ca~1,Xl4av6dbe IJ1Jaba.t 
1C ~caxlovod-_ff1/abat-
1 
(2) an1 lo me-vin al met ata. mc-dabef>' 
I don •t pr-understand on what you pr-talk 'I do not under-
stand what you are talking about• 
,I ,I ,I ,I / I/ 
2P an1lomev1nalmciata.medabEo 
, , , ,~ 
2C ~10,vinalm~tamdab£D 
CJ) ta- fsik 1e-val.be1 ~t a- ~oa_:x: 
you-etop to-con.fuse acc. the-brain 
,I .,. , 
JP tatsikl~valb~lEt&;moax 
,, .,,, , 
JC tats1kvalbeltamoax 
(4)l!ai-ti teuna.t d~·a_x-Im bC:-tc.l av1T 
saw-I accident road-p1 in-Tel Aviv 
~ ,I , , ' , 
4F oa1t1t~un~td~a_x.1mbetclav1v 
I IL' , .I 
4C Is' a1 tt,ma.d ~_x1mptf lav1 v 
•stop ta1kil1g nonsense~' 
'I saw an accident 1n Tel Aviv' 
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72. 
Appendix II - complete passages 
English sample passaFe (one out of five), taken from 'Dear Abby'. 
The reader 1s a native of Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
lF 
1C 
, , , , I ; 
hI~Iz~anai1bEtlUn£v'ril~dbifJA 
I - ,, , ; ; hI.Azuanlbc?i~nEVThTb~t:>~ 
,. ' ~ 
'Here 1s one I'11 bet you never heard before' 
' ; , I 2F ~UASoDZ~Jtiz~da..Aliry~l 
2C 
'Our son's w1te 1s a dar1~ng girl' 
JF 
JC 
'well educated' 
4F Iks£pfrp1Ikl1.n 
4c ksipf~1Ikl1n 
'exceptionally clean' 
, I I SP ~ndkamzt~~aatainfxmlI 
... 
, , , 
SC ~dmztom~ta*nf~lI 
'and comes from a tine family' 
6P 
6C 
I , " 
ulk0dnutl~Th7mo~ 
" I , I 
ukUdnlaTa'mo.A 
" I 
'We could not lOTe her more' 
7P Itfli~a!l.A6nd,!cr 
7c rf I~3»t~nd;!?f" 
'if she were our own daughter' 
8P loh6mizb1ulataldn5luizprizent~bl~nplktip 
,. ~ I 
, " I .f- , , Sc a~omzb1u?at3lan,lu?zprizE£dbldmpiktap 
I"\ ,. • 
'Their home 1s beautiful and always presentable and picked up' 
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, ~( , , .. 9P 1von~oaJn°) 1hetshaljs~3"k 
9c fvaloa1no/I~tsh~Ys~Jk 
•even though I know she hates housework' 
, 
10P ~cp..Aablamiz 
10c 
, 
pp1'a.blamiz 
'The problem is' 
11P 
11c 
, , .I , 
~dtu1l1TaAmdistansaueI 
,. n ,. 
.I ,, ,, 
~~nTlivsmdist~na;ueI ~ I ",.. 
'that we live some distance away' 
.I , I .I 
12F 'd nuEnul vizit~ dmuana~uils ~II.A ,.. _,, ,.. ,.. .... ,., 
' " , , 
nUfnuivizI!muans~uais~II~ 
I I'\ ,. I ,.. r'\ " "' 
when we visit them once or twice a year' 
73. 
12c 
'and 
131' 
1:,c 
, , .. .I :},.I " ,.I , 
~alin~zin,?gEst..Aumhl:nl~tbint end~dsins,dpr1vidsgEstsvizI!Id 
~dlln~nzinn~g€SAum.h't.~batf;ntjsinsldpr1V~dSgESSVlzI£od 
'the linens 1n their guest room haven't been changed. since the 
previous guests visited' 
14P 
14C 
'Lots 
1SP 
16F 
16c 
,.I , , " 
l~ts~vt~Endzdnt'z.m~livizit1dm 
, , ., , 
1a.ts~t~£nzd,£tm.J.Ivizif' 
or friends and f~ily visit them' 
, 
aino ,.. 
aino ,. 
or1sp' 
'I know' 
, ' ., , 1-f" 171' bdtsinsa!f~sts~spektidlat~db£dzh'i.vn~tbin:J end~d 
17C b~tsinsa!t-rss~spfktel;t~abEdzhan-ntm;it} end~d 
'but since I f1rst suspected that the beds have not been changed' 
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74. 
18F 
18c 
,, ·" 
a!mo.-"kt1';)J1ts 
a!maJ}"'!i>/1 ts 
'I marked the sheets• 
19F 
19C 
, , ,. . " / 
soaino,eiaJ.n~tl,nd~db~tuingests 
,,, " ,.. 
, , , , I 
soa;no~ono?l)ndo'dbdt~i?gEss 
•so I know they are not laundered between guests• 
20P 
20C 
, , ., / 
aldotnoha.u!~hXndl~Is 
,.. "" I 
"--~, ,I ,_ illa!oha.u!ah'ifl~Is 
,.. '°' I 
'I don't know how to handle this' 
21P 
21c 
'since I preter to sleep without sheetsrather than jeopardize 
our marvellous relationship' 
" 9' , ' ,I ,(' 22P b~?~ena; Il)k~vs11pI9b~t~1n*uzd_)1ts 
22c b~ue?a1ein.1c~s11~b~tu1n1u~rits 
,.. ,. I I ,,, ~ d) 
'but when I think ot sleeping between u•ed sheets' 
2'.3P 
2:3c 
, 
!elk 
.... 
, 
lak 
" 
'yuck I' 
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Comprehension questions 
l. Who is the object of the passage? 
75. 
a. The speaker's daughter. 
b. The speaker's sister. 
c. The speaker's daughter-
in-law. 
2. What is the speaker's complaint 
concerning sheets in the guestroom? a. 
b. 
They are marked with stains. 
They are not changed 
between guests. 
3. Bow did the speaker find out 
about it? 
4. Why d~d she not make any comment 
about it? 
c. They are not ironed. 
a. She smelled the sheets. 
b. She recognized the color. 
c. She marked the sheets. 
a. She did not want.to spoil 
a very good relationship. 
b. She would have but her 
husband objected. 
c. She was afraid of losing 
her son. 
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76. 
III - 1nd1v1dual words Append1x 
English 
lF p'2'tik!ol~l1 'particularly' 
/ 
1c i:P>tik!~l1 
2F 
2C 
JF 
:,c 
4F 
4C 
SP 
SC 
61 
fola.sdtGt' 
~>io'.st?f' 
sf?nl1 
I 
t. 
s~?l1 
, 
d°d.Aiv-ativ 
d(a);. I~)!1 v 
s-aspif "ds 
'/PIJJs 
, ' t?stb)..An 
• • 
'philosopher 
•certainly' 
'derivative' 
' 
•susp1o1ous 
' 
•r1rstborn 
, ' 6c t;sb:>.A n 
7P 
7C 
8F 
8C 
/ 
t~Enti •twenty' ,_ 
tue.(1 
... 
Il.Skt~Isd[i 'electricity' 
lEkt..\ f s~>.c1 
• 
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